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What is TRECVET?
TRECVET stands for Transnational Recognition of European

Certification in Vocational Education and Training and is a

European Funded – Development of Innovation - Project that

aims to create a tool to break down qualifications into their smallest

parts and make them comparable in an objective way.

The comparison process will provide competent authorities with

a method of assessing qualifications from different countries.

It will thereby provide a major step toward recognizing other

qualifications and equally important, having their own

qualifications recognized by other countries.

TRECVET follows this aim by using skipper qualifications

from the Small Commercial Vessel (SCV) Maritime Sector 

as examples, which are:

Germany (SportSee Schifferschein-SSS);

Spain (Patrón Profesional de Embarcación de Recreo –PPER);

U.K. (Yachtmaster Offshore Commercial).

Why TRECVET

The rationale for the project arose from the direct experiences of

Sea Teach S.L. who are the coordinator of the project. Sea Teach

operate as a RYA Sea School and Motor Boat Charter Business

and are based in Mallorca, Spain. Mike John, Chief Instructor

and Director of the Business explains, “In boating ´Hot Spots´

like the Balearics personnel from different countries, with
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The TRECVET work so far:

ECVET Annual Forum

Brussels 31st May:

Now on Linkedin

A new discussion group has

been created in LinkedIn, in

order to foster discussions

about ECVET and the project

with professionals working in

the marine sector. If you

have something to say,

please join us LinkedIn is a

free web portal and will

enable you to participate in

our conversations. When you

join, you can comment and

post your own views and be

part of the discussions.

In Short

“In March 2012 the project’s

SCV-experts (Germán,

Uwe, Mike and Bernie) met

in Barcelona 

to discuss the current

methodology for breaking

down examinable syllabi into

Fundamental Elements

(FEs).

The meeting gave an

opportunity to make

observations, test and adjust






